Abstract: Brillouin optical spectrum analyzer (BOSA) based on stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) can provide ultra-high resolution, which in theory can greatly improve the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) measurement accuracy, especially for systems with close channel spacing and cascaded filtering effect (CFE). BOSA utilizes narrow bandwidth SBS as an active optical band-pass filter (A-OBPF); thus, the unwanted out-of-band spectral components are actually not completely suppressed and may account for an unneglectable proportion of the spectral power filtered out, especially for broadband multi-channel signals. Such out-of-band noise (OBN) will degrade the OSNR measurement accuracy. In this paper, the OBN impact on both interpolation and reference optical spectrum (ROS) based OSNR measurement methods are investigated theoretically and experimentally. An effective mitigation method of OBN impact is then proposed and verified by experiments.
Introduction
Optical performance monitoring (OPM) is indispensable for robust and intelligent optical networks [1] . Optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) is the most important OPM parameter as the other distortions like chromatic dispersion (CD) and polarization mode dispersion (PMD) can be compensated in digital coherent optical receivers [2] . The traditional standardized OSNR monitoring method uses optical spectrum analyzers (OSA) to measure the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise optically by interpolating the noise level from the spectral gaps between signals. However, this method is not adequate for ultra-dense wavelength division multiplexing (ultra-DWDM) or superchannel systems because the common resolution of the diffraction grating based optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) is about 0.06 nm under which the spectral gap may be blurred or invisible, so the noise level can't be determined accurately. Furthermore, in systems employing add/drop filters or wavelength selective switches (WSS) the ASE noise at the spectral gap may be highly suppressed due to cascaded filtering effect (CFE), making the interpolation method ineffective [3] .
To solve these problems, various OSNR measurement methods have been proposed by now [4] - [8] . These methods can be classified into two main types. The first type is based on linear or nonlinear optical schemes, such as polarization-nulling techniques [4] , an optical delay interferometer (ODI) [5] , a non-linear loop mirror [6] , a fiber parametric device [7] , [8] or an optical detector designed for two-photo absorption [9] . While the second type uses coherent optical receivers embedded with advanced digital signal processor (DSP) [10] - [12] . Each of these methods has its pros and cons. For the first type of methods, they are bit rate transparent and are relatively cost-effective for wide deployment in the network. But some of them are not suitable for polarization-multiplexed (PM) signals, while the others are not robust to the transmission distortions, like CD, PMD, CFE and nonlinear effect (NLE). For the second type of methods, they are robust to CD, PMD and NLE because these distortions can be compensated or excluded by advanced DSP algorithms. But using such methods OSNR can only be measured within the coherent receiver. To deploy such OSNR monitors widely across the network including the intermediate nodes will be too costly and impractical.
With the maturity of the ultra-high resolution stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) based OSA (BOSA) [13] - [18] , the aforementioned problems facing the traditional OSA based method can also be solved by replacing the conventional diffraction grating based OSAs with BOSA. BOSA utilizes narrow bandwidth SBS as an active optical band-pass filter (A-OBPF). The spectral components within the A-OBPF bandwidth are amplified by SBS, while the out-of-band components are not and thus equivalently suppressed. As SBS has a gain bandwidth of about 10 MHz, BOSA can provide a spectral resolution of about 0.1 pm [13] . Within BOSA even very narrow spectral gap can be clearly presented [14] - [16] , so theoretically the noise level can be determined more accurately. When CFE is present, the reference optical spectrum (ROS) based OSNR measurement methods can be used [3] , [19] - [23] . They rely on a detailed spectral comparison between the noise-free ROS which is measured near the transmitter and the one measured at the desired OSNR monitoring point. The ROS based methods are suitable for PM signals and are robust to various distortions including CFE, CD, PMD and fiber nonlinear effects [19] - [21] . But to achieve the best accuracy, OBPFs with GHz or sub-GHz bandwidth are required [19] , [20] . Such OBPFs are expensive and not commercially available at present. It is proposed that via coherent receptions finer electrical filters can be used to replace the ultra-narrow bandwidth OBPF by filtering the signal in electrical domain [20] . In BOSA this requirement can be easily satisfied directly in the optical domain. Thus in theory BOSA is very suitable for both interpolation and ROS based methods.
But different from passive OBPF, the optical rejection ratio of the A-OBPF is determined by the SBS gain on the in-band spectral components. The unwanted out-of-band spectral components are actually not completely suppressed and may account for an unneglectable proportion of the spectral power filtered out, especially for broadband DWDM or superchannel signals with a total power much larger than the spectral components extracted with the ultra-narrow A-OBPF. Such outof-band noise (OBN) in BOSA will degrade the accuracy of OSNR measurement. In this paper the impact of OBN on the accuracy of the interpolation and ROS based OSNR measurement methods are analyzed theoretically and experimentally. An OBN impact mitigation method is also proposed. Experiments are then carried out to validate the effectiveness of this method.
Impact of OBN on OSNR Measurement
The definition of OSNR is given by the following equation
Here P S represents the signal power and P ASE represents the ASE noise power within the reference bandwidth λ re f equal to 0.1 nm. For systems without CFE the ASE noise levels within the signal bandwidth and at the spectral gap are nearly the same as schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) , thus the interpolation method can be used. For systems with CFE, ROS based method should be used and it will be investigated later. First for systems without CFE, assuming OBN can be neglected for the time being, P S and P ASE can be obtained by Eqs. (2) and (3).
Here P M (λ) is the optical spectrum obtained by BOSA. λ S represents the signal bandwidth, λ S and λ g represent the central wavelengths of the signal and spectral gap. The second item on the right of Eq. (2) represents the ASE noise power within the signal bandwidth. Fig. 1(a) shows the real signal and ASE noise spectra when CFE is not present, while the measured spectra obtained with BOSA is schematically shown in Fig. 1(b) . It is obvious that they are different. The orange part represents the real ASE noise while the gray part represents the extra OBN caused by the unwanted spectral components outside the A-OBPF's pass band. OBN increases the noise level observed by BOSA as shown in Fig. 1(b) . In the following section the formation mechanism of OBN is first investigated.
With regard to optical spectrum measurement, the schematic diagram of the typical setup of BOSA is shown in Fig. 2 (the part plotted with solid line). It consists of a tunable laser source (TLS), erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), depolarizer, highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF), optical circulator, optical detector and conventional data acquisition and control system [14] , [15] . The TLS is used as the pump. It generates SBS gain within a narrow bandwidth of about 10 MHz in the highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF) that amplifies the backward propagating signal. The spectra before and after the equivalent A-OBPF are shown in Fig. 3 . The amplified signal is selected by the optical circulator and input into the optical detector for power measurement. The whole spectrum is measured by tuning the pump wavelength to shift the center wavelength (λ) of the SBS-based A-OBPF and recording the corresponding output signal power P M (λ) with data acquisition system. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , P M (λ) consists of the spectral powers of the components within (colored) and out-of (gray) the A-OBPF bandwidth λ B . The out-of-band one P OB (λ) is equal to the total input power P T over the whole input spectrum subtracted by the in-band one P IB (λ) within λ B . Thanks to SBS P IB (λ) is amplified by a gain of G, while the out-of-band one P OB (λ) is attenuated by a factor of Att due to the optical link loss from point A to point B as shown in Fig. 2 . The rejection ratio R of the A-OBPF is given by R = G * A tt. P M (λ) can thus be written as follows
Here P S,ASE (λ) represent the signal and ASE noise powers within the BOSA resolution bandwidth λ B . For broadband DWDM or superchannel signals P T >> P I B (λ) as the latter is measured within only about 10 MHz. Thus P OB (λ) is approximately equal to P T . So P OB (λ) >> P I B (λ). This means OBN represented by the second item on the right of Eq. (4) may account for an unneglectable proportion of P M (λ) even when R is large. As a result, in the measured spectrum the noise level is higher than the real ASE noise level as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Thus OSNR measurement based on Eqs. (1-3) will be affected by OBN in BOSA.
Considering OBN, for systems without CFE the real signal and ASE noise powers are given by The last item on the right of Eqs. (7) and (8) represents the OBN power within the signal and noise reference bandwidth λ s and λ re f . Using Eqs. (4-6), Eqs. (7-8) can be rewritten as follows.
Eq. (9) is the same as Eq. (2) which shows that P S can be directly obtained from measured spectrum P M (λ) as if OBN was not present. Eq. (10) shows that the OBN item must be eliminated, otherwise OSNR will be underestimated. Recalling that the measured spectrum P M (λ) has a resolution bandwidth of λ B , the OBN item in Eq. (10) can be approximately given by
For systems with CFE, the ASE noise level at the spectral gap may be highly suppressed and is not equal to the one within the signal bandwidth as shown in Fig. 4 . In this case the ROS based method can be used [19] - [23] . Fig. 4(a) shows the noise-free ROS measured near the transmitter. The ROS shape and the power ratios R 1 = P 2 /P 1 and R 2 = P 3 /P 1 are determined by the type of optical signal. Here P 1,2,3 are the signal spectral powers measured at frequencies of f CF , f O F 1 and f O F 2 using a tunable band-pass filter (BPF) with bandwidth of λ R . Here f CF represents the signal center frequency, and f O F 1,2 represent two offset frequencies from f CF . Numerical and experimental investigations show that a higher accuracy can be obtained when the spectral power is measured within about 500 MHz bandwidth ( λ R ≈ 4 pm) [20] . This can be easily satisfied in BOSA by integration of P M (λ) over the desired λ R . As shown in Fig. 4 (c) the measured spectral powers for signals with ASE noise can be expressed as
where P s1,s2,s3 represent the signal spectral powers (not including the noise) within λ R at frequencies of f CF , f O F 1 and f O F 2 . Assuming the ASE noise spectrum is flat within the signal bandwidth P n is used to represent the ASE noise spectral powers at f CF , f O F 1 and f O F 2 . The weighting factor α N and β N are introduced to depict the CFE on the signal OS. Here α and β are the spectral transmission coefficients of the intermediate filtering elements at f O F 1 and f O F 2 , respectively. N is the total number of the filtering elements. It is noteworthy that a more accurate model considering CFE on ASE spectrum is proposed in [23] . For concision it is not discussed in this paper. But the method proposed in this paper is also suitable for that OSNR measurement model. By solving Eq. (12), we can obtain N, P s1 and P n and thus calculate the in-band OSNR [20] .
Because Eq. (12) have no analytical solution, to analytically investigate the OBN impact on OSNR measurement, it is assumed that α = β = 1, in other words, the filtering elements have a flat top. In this case, Eq. (12) can be simplified to
So OSNR is given by
where the calibration parameter γ is determined by λ R and λ S [20] . In BOSA, P CF ,O F can be obtained by integration over the same bandwidth of λ R , thus they contain approximately the same amount of OBN power. For this reason, only the first item in the denominator of Eq. (14) is changed by OBN, leading to underestimated OSNR. Similarly as Eq. (11), the OBN power within λ R is approximately given by
In summary to mitigate the OBN impact on the interpolation and ROS based methods P I ,R O B N given by Eqs. (11) and (15) 
Experimental Results and Discussion
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5 . The setup of BOSA is the same as that shown in Fig. 1 , except that a dual-stage SBS-based A-OBPF is utilized to replace the conventional single-stage one, in order to mitigate the SBS gain saturation [15] . The resolution bandwidth λ B of the self-made BOSA [15] - [17] used in the experiment is set at 0.1 pm. To measure the attenuation coefficient Att of the out-of-band components in this dual-stage A-OBPF, a continuous wave optical signal with power of 5 dBm is input into the A-OBPF at point A when the pump is not injected. Att can be then obtained by measuring the output power at point B. It is found that Att is equal to 48.5 dB for the self-made BOSA. The optical signal under test is 10 Gbps NRZ-BPSK signal which is generated using a DFB diode laser and a Mach-Zehnder modulator. An exemplary ultra-high resolution signal spectrum obtained by the BOSA is shown in Fig. 5(b) . As we can see the spectrum has spectral lines (impulses). Ideally BPSK signal spectra shouldn't have such spectral lines because their constellations are symmetric relative to the origin of the complex plane. But due to the non-ideal transmitters, the spectral lines exist in practice [18] . It is noteworthy that such spectral lines are only visible under ultra-high resolution. The ASE noise is generated by an EDFA and loaded onto the optical signal through the first optical coupler (OC1). The other WDM channels with 100 GHz grid are added through the second coupler (OC2). The powers of the signal, ASE noise and the other WDM channels are controlled by the three tunable optical attenuators (TOAs).
First using Eqs. (2) and (3), the signal and ASE noise power P S,A SE for the channel under test are measured against different total input power P T . The input power of the signal is fixed at −10 and −15 dBm respectively. The ASE noise power within 1 nm is fixed at −16 and −21 dBm, respectively. The experimental results are show in Fig. 6 . As we can see the measured value of P S keeps nearly constant, while that of P ASE increases linearly with P T due to increasing OBN. Here λ B = 0.1 pm, λ re f = 0.1 nm and A tt = 48.5 dB. According to Eqs. (10) and (11), the slope of the curve should be 0.0141. The slopes of the fitted experimental curves shown in Fig. 6(b) are 0.0140, agreeing very well with the aforementioned analytical result. In the next step, we fixed the signal OSNR at 16 and 21 dB, respectively, and measured it against the total input power P T . The experimental results obtained with the interpolation and ROS based methods are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. As shown in Fig. 7 with the interpolation based method when OBN is not mitigated, the OSNR obtained is underetimated and keeps decreasing with increasing P T due to OBN. The maximal variation of OSNR measured at a fixed OSNR due to different P T is about 3 dB and 2 dB for OSNR = 16 and 21 dB, respectively. This input power dependent variation makes the calibration very difficult. After using the proposed method to mitigate OBN impact the measured results represented by the curves formed by the red dots become flatter. As shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b) , with the proposed OBN mitigation method the deviation from the real value is greatly reduced and is below 0.8 and 0.5 dB for OSNR = 16 and 21 dB, respectively. Fig. 8 shows that the ROS based method is less affected by OBN. The input power dependent difference is about 1.2 dB and 0.9 dB for OSNR = 16 and 21 dB, respectively, when OBN is not mitigated. With the proposed OBN mitigate method the deviation is reduced to below 0.5 dB and 0.6 dB for OSNR = 16 and 21 dB, respectively.
To further investigate the performance of the proposed method, the OSNR of the channel under test is varied from 10 to 30 dB by increasing the signal power while maintaining the ASE noise power. P T is also changed by varying the total transmitted power of the other WDM channels. The OSNR measurement results with the original interpolation based method (OBN not mitigated) are shown in Fig. 9(a) . The curves tend to become flatter at very high OSNR. This is because at high OSNR, the total WDM signal power becomes very high so that the OBN power is much higher than the ASE noise power, thus the measured noise power is approximately equal to the OBN noise power. As the OBN power, as well as the input signal power P T , increases with OSNR, the measured OSNR becomes nearly constant and is severely underestimated at very high OSNR. Furthermore the maximal difference between the curves measured under different P T is about 2 dB due to the OBN. This input power dependent variation makes the calibration very difficult. With the proposed method the OBN impact is greatly reduced, and as shown in Fig. 9(b) , the curves become more linearly in the high OSNR region and nearly overlapped with each other for different P T . After calibration the maximal error is below 0.6 dB for OSNR in the interesting range of 10-23 dB.
The results obtained with the ROS based method is shown in Fig. 10 . The OBN impact is different from that shown in Fig. 9(a) . The curves become more diverged rather than flatter at high OSNR. The difference between the curves is about 2 dB and 5 dB within the low and very high OSNR regions, respectively. With the proposed OBN mitigation method the gap of difference is greatly reduced. The maximal difference is reduced below 1.5 dB at very high OSNR. Below 23 dB the curves nearly overlap with each other. After calibration the maximal error is below 0.5 dB for OSNR in the interesting range of 10-23 dB.
Conclusion and Discussion
The formation mechanism of OBN in BOSA and its impact on OSNR measurement are systematically investigated in this paper. The OBN items affect the accuracy of the interpolation and ROS based OSNR measurement methods are deduced. The analytical and experimental results show that due to OBN the OSNR will be underestimated and the measured results will vary with the total input power. To solve this problem a new BOSA setup enabling OBN power estimation and mitigation is proposed. Experimental results show that the accuracy and stability of the two OSNR measurement methods are greatly improved with the proposed OBN impact mitigation method.
